Abstract. Groupware systems are increasingly embedded in our everyday life, both at the office and at home. Thus groupware systems should offer easy interaction for all, including the differently-abled. In this paper we describe the design and implementation of a modified version of Google Docs (http://docs.google.com) interfaces for collaborative editing of documents. Although consisting of only a few Web pages (login, document list, text editing) this modified version shows how it would be possible to enhance interaction via screen reader and voice synthesizer with this popular groupware system, while maintaining its appealing "look&feel".
Introduction
Groupware systems began as computer tools to allow people in the same or partner organizations to collaborate remotely in a simple, economical and efficient way. Soon the explosion of the Internet enabled world-wide collaboration, offering extraordinary new opportunities for anyone connected to the network.
Email, blogs, chats, calendars and wikis are classic basic collaborative systems; more complex systems, such as eGroupware (http://www.egroupware.org/), Openatrium (http://openatrium.com/), or Google Docs (http://docs.google.com/) offer a collaborative working environment with more sophisticated tools. Enabling cooperation increases productivity and aids progress.
Accessibility and usability are basic features in the design of any system offering universal access to anyone, including the differently-abled. Accessibility permits users to reach on-line application content, while usability provides simple, efficient and satisfying navigation and interaction. According to the ISO definition of usability, an interface should allow the user to achieve a target goal (effectiveness) in the best (efficient) and fully satisfying way [4] . Important properties for website usability concern navigability as well as interaction. An interface should satisfy peoples' needs (utility), be easy to use in a gradual learning process (learnability and memorability) and limit user error (few and easily remedied errors) [9] .
Guidelines have been proposed in the literature for designing usable Web content. One authoritative source is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C, Web Accessibility Initiative group), which defines accessibility guidelines for Web content, authoring tools and user agent design. The W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in the framework of the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI), are general principles for making Web content more accessible and usable for people with disabilities [16] . The WCAG (2.0) are organized into four principles: clear perception of content information (content perceivable), complete interaction with an interface in its functions (interface elements operable), comprehension of meaning (content understandable), and maximizing the interface's compatibility with new assistive technologies and devices (content robustness) [16] .
A blind person navigating Google Docs via screen reader encounters various problems [2] . In this paper we describe the design and implementation of a modified version of Google Docs interfaces for collaborative editing of documents (Fig. 1) . Specifically, the login, document list, and text editing pages were implemented incorporating accessibility criteria. This proposal is only one possible solution for providing easier navigation via screen reader, showing that it is possible to enhance user experience while maintaining an appealing "look&feel". The paper is organized into five parts. Section 2 briefly illustrates issues regarding interaction via screen reader and Section 3 presents some related works in the field. Section 4 describes the modified Google Docs UIs optimized for interaction via screen reader; finally, Section 5 introduces a short discussion, and the paper concludes with future work.
Interacting via Screen Reader
Blind people usually interact with the computer via screen reader, voice synthesizer and keyboard, perceiving UI content aurally and sequentially. This interaction may lead to serious problems in perceiving content of Web pages. Specifically, the screen reader causes:
• Content serialization and overload. Content is announced sequentially, as it appears in the HTML code. This process is time-consuming and annoying when parts of the interface (such as the menu and navigation bar) are repeated on every page. As a consequence, blind users often quit a screen reading at the beginning, preferring to navigate by Tab key from link to link, or explore content row by row via arrow keys.
• Mixing content and structure. With Web content, the screen reader announces the most important interface elements such as links, images, and window objects as they appear in the code. This is important for helping the blind user figure out how the page is organized, but requires additional cognitive effort to interpret.
• Content out of order. Depending on the html code, the text might be announced in the wrong order: for instance if a table's content organized in columns, the screen reader announces the content out of order.
This can lead to perception issues, such as lack of context, lack of interface overview (if the content is not organized in logical sections) and difficulty understanding UI elements or working with form control elements (if not appropriately organized for interaction via keyboard). More details are available in [7] . The screen reader is SW that comes between the computer OS (operating system) and the browser (i.e. the user) making the interaction more complex. Advanced commands must be learned by heart to operate this assistive technology proficiently. For this reason, when designing for blind users it is essential to consider the overall interaction, involving the perceptual, motor and cognitive systems of the Human Processor Model [3] . The cognitive aspect of an interaction is extremely important, since learning techniques relevant for sighted people may not be effective for the visually impaired. Thus, alternative ways to deliver content should be provided. Furthermore, a blind person may develop a different mental model of both the navigation structure and the visual UI, so it is crucial to provide a simple overview of the system as well as content.
Related Works
Web 2.0 and Rich Internet Applications transformed the Web from a simple collection of hypertext text and images created by single programmers, to multimedia and dynamic content increasingly built by users collaboratively. This evolution has implied the increasing complexity of user interfaces and Web layouts. Since groupware environments vary greatly regarding functions, interfaces, cooperation schemes and more, it is difficult to generalize very specific findings, whereas it is easier to compare homogenous classes of groupware applications. Regarding usability of on-line content available in the World Wide Web, Takagi et al. suggest spending more time on the practical aspects of usability rather than focusing on the syntactic checking of Web pages, since some aspects are difficult to evaluate automatically, such as ease of understanding page structure and interface navigability [12] . Cooperative environments are particularly interesting and useful in the educational field, where knowledge is assembled cooperatively. Khan et al. [5] performed a usability study in an educational environment on ThinkFree, a collaborative writing system, with four novice and four experienced users. Specifically, authors compared ThinkFree to Google Docs by means of a user test with Think Aloud protocol, a post-test questionnaire to collect user feedback and interviews to validate gathered results. Although ThinkFree proved effective for the proposed tasks, efficiency and availability of resources were more limited than in Google Docs. Schoeberlein et al. [11] , revising recent literature on groupware accessibility and existing solutions, have highlighted the need for future research. Authors observed that most articles address the needs of a specific category of differently-abled persons. In particular, visually-impaired people with little or no visual perception experience objective difficulties when interacting with a complex layout via screen reader, and are frequently studied.
The use of groupware systems by a blind user often requires considerable computer skills. For simplifying access to a popular groupware system (i.e. Lotus Notes), Takagi et al. developed a self-talking client to allow blind people to access groupware main functions efficiently and easily, masking the user from the complexity of the original visual interface [13] . Recently Kobayashi developed a client application (Voice Browser for Groupware systems, VoBG) to enable visually impaired persons inexperienced with computer technology to interact with a groupware system that is very popular in Japan (Garoon 2). The VoBG browser intercepts Web pages generated by the groupware server, parses their HTML code and simplifies on-fly their content and structure in a more understandable format for target users [6] . Baker et al. adapted Nielsen's heuristic evaluation methodology to groupware; by means of a usability inspection conducted by expert and novice evaluators, they showed that this methodology can also be effectively applied by novice inspectors, at low cost [1] . Ramakrishnan et al. [10] investigate usability assessment in "information management systems", groupware environments characterized by mostly user asynchronous usage, integrating and adapting Nielsen's usability heuristics. Awareness, one of the main properties of a groupware system, is also one of the accessibility principles: a user would be able to perceive by means of the screen reader when portions of UI reload and to know the associated event occurring (e.g. a new person joining the chat, a new message arriving on the board, a new user working on the document, and so on). To fill this gap, the WAI group is working on the Accessible Rich Internet Applications specification (WAI-ARIA) to make dynamic web content and applications (developed with Ajax, (X)HTML, JavaScript) more accessible to people with disabilities [15] . Using WAI-ARIA, web designers can define roles to add semantic information to interface objects, mark regions of the page so users can move rapidly around the page via keyboard, define live regions, etc. [15] .
Thiessen gave an example of using WAI-ARIA to design and implement a chat, highlighting some limitations of live regions [14] . However, this problem is common with emerging standards, since browsers and assistive technologies need to conform to the new specifications, and this takes some time before reaching stable implementations.
Designing Modified Google Docs UIs
In a previous paper [2] we analyzed interaction with Google Docs via screen reader in order to understand the problems encountered by blind people when writing a document collaboratively. Specifically, we examined the Google Docs log-in, the Main (after log-in access) and Document Editing (to create/modify an item of 'document' type) pages, with a usability and accessibility inspection. The interaction had been carried out with the screen reader JAWS for Windows Ver. 10.0 (http://www.freedomscientific.com), and both the MS Internet Explorer (IE) version 8.0 and Mozilla Firefox version 3.0.5 browsers. Google Chrome showed problems since it does not work with JAWS.
Blind people usually perceive page content aurally and sequentially when accessing the Web by screen reader and voice synthesizer. Furthermore, blind users mainly navigate via keyboard. This type of interaction with Web pages and User Interfaces (UI) leads to several problems perceiving content. We performed an analysis of Google Docs [2] in order to test its accessibility and usability when interacting by means of a screen reader and voice synthesizer.
Original GoogleDocs UIs: Accessibility Problems
Verifying the degree of accessibility via screen reader of Google Docs user interfaces was a preliminary step in our study [2] . Results showed that several main functions of Google Docs are practically inaccessible via keyboard, making interaction very frustrating for blind users. Thus, no further usability analysis was considered at this level. Specifically, the main accessibility problems detected by our inspection via screen reader can be summarized as follows: a) Some interactive elements cannot be detected by the screen reader nor be accessed via keyboard (since they are not standard (X)HTML elements and their labels are announced by the screen reader as simple text) making some tasks impossible to complete (for example, links in the main page built with alternative techniques, without providing the focus via keyboard). b) Users can have difficulty orienting themselves on the interface, with no possibility of quickly accessing its main functions (such as creating or accessing a document) or the document list. c) There are various compatibility issues with JAWS and Google Docs using Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers; this generates some differences in detecting UI elements as well as in the interaction modality. d) Lack of the summary attribute for tables used for layout purposes does not provide useful information on their content quickly. A short, functional and descriptive summary can facilitate navigation through special commands (such the letter "t" to quickly reach the next table), or to make the table content more understandable when reading sequentially via arrow keys, without having to read all cells to get an overview.
e) The editor is not practically accessible. The main menu (file, edit, view, insert, format, etc.) and the style formatting toolbar (font type or size, etc.) are inaccessible since they cannot be reached via keyboard, while bold, italic or underlined functions can only be used through shortcuts. f) Some dialogue windows are not accessible at all (no accessible message on informative windows).
More details are available in [2] . Based on the accessibility issues observed with the test analysis, we fixed the detected problems by implementing a basic version of modified Google Docs UIs. Specifically, we worked only on the log-in and the Main pages and on the Document Editor (to create/modify an item of 'document' type).
The Modified Google Docs UI: A Proposed Solution
The modified UI maintains the same "look & feel" of the original Google Docs (so that sighted users can interact with the familiar UI), while supporting many facilities to improve navigation for blind users.
We have focused only on the user interfaces (aiming at improving user interaction) preserving the navigation links between pages, but not all functions of the original Google Docs interfaces are yet implemented.
The modified pages are based on the original Google Docs pages, but they have been cleaned of useless code (such as Javascript and functions responsible for behavior of interface elements). We chose this solution --instead of implementing the interfaces from scratch --to maintain the same "look & feel". Figure 2 shows the Main ("all items") page of the modified UI.
Fig. 2. Modified Google Docs UI: the "all items" page, split in five areas
New standard (X)HTML interactive widgets (buttons, links, pull down menus, etc.) have been used on the cleaned interfaces and this has produced more accessible effects: interactive elements are completely reachable and their labels are announced by the screen reader (4.1 section, point a).
Layout has been modified to facilitate user navigation, giving a blind user the possibility of jumping quickly from one point to another (4.1 section, point b). To this aim, the Main page has been divided into five areas (Fig. 2) . Each area in Fig. 2 (a standard (X)HTML div) has been associated with a standard WAI-ARIA suite landmark role, thus a blind user is no longer forced to interact sequentially with the interface, but can move quickly to different areas (by pressing a special shortcut that provides a list of areas navigable via arrow keys).
However, the standard landmarks of WAI ARIA suite, being intended for the main common sections of any Web page, are very general. We chose predefined banner, contentinfo, search, navigation and main landmarks (associated with a numbered area of Fig. 2 ) but their names do not provide a particularly significant orientation for the blind user.
The WAI-ARIA suite also makes it possible to define personalized regions that may better fulfill user needs. Unfortunately, at the moment JAWS v.10 or 11 for Windows and both the MS Internet Explorer (IE) version 8.0 and Mozilla Firefox version 3.6 browsers do not correctly support customized regions (only the name "region" is announced). For this reason we have decided to also implement a complementary solution using hidden labels [8] .
Hidden labels are a sort of bookmark in the interface; they are not visualized but are considered fixed interaction points by the screen reader. Each area of Fig. 2 has been associated with a hidden personalized label (as well as a standard landmark). This solution allows a blind user to move from one area to another, making interaction easier and more understandable. The user can either activate landmarks by pressing a special key combination on the keyboard (showing a navigable list via arrow keys), or can press the "h" key to jump to the next hidden label (by adding the shift key, it is possible to reach the previous one).
On the main interface, the list of available documents has been arranged in a table, like the original Google Docs (each row containing a document), since the screen reader allows one to jump easily from one row to another. However the 'summary' attribute has been added to the tag <table>, to clarify its meaning (4.1 section, point d).
The editor page (showing the document) of the proposed interface is composed of a toolbar and a text area (Fig. 3) . Compared to the original editor (inaccessible, 4.1 section, point e), the new page is now accessible: the toolbar buttons (save, bold, italic, underlined, left, center, right, justified) and the pull down menu (Paragraph, Font Family, Font Size), are reachable via keyboard, and their associated functions may can immediately be activated. The blind user can write in the text area and change font properties, using both toolbar widgets or key shortcuts; (s)he can also modify text alignment and have a feedback when selecting text (word by word).
When deciding how to provide an accessible editor, we analyzed several possible solutions; the most interesting were: 1) a set of pieces of codes provides by the Illinois Center (ARIA examples including html, javascript and CSS files) [17] , 2) the Dijit Rich Text editor [19] and 3) the TinyMCE editor, an Open Source Javascript-based HTML WYSIWYG editor [18] . After testing the three SWs, we chose the TinyMCE editor because it works well with the screen reader JAWS (with both Mozilla Firefox and MS Internet Explorer) and is ready-to-use.
We are currently working on building a customizable editor, making the interaction via screen reader with most popular browsers more satisfying and easier to use. 
Discussion
Different browsers may render content differently and have different behaviors with the same screen reader. Tests performed with JAWS on the proposed UIs have shown a good degree of accessibility using both Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox browsers, removing the compatibility issues observed in our preliminary inspection (4.1 section, point c).
Without any preliminary knowledge of the UI structure (which a sighted person can perceive at a glance) blind people spend a great deal of time exploring the page in order to find the desired content or elements in the page.
The modified UIs provide different ways to create a "logical structure of content" of the interface: ARIA landmarks and hidden labels. With this structure screen reader commands allow the user to perform rapid positioning on the desired part within the page. The WAI-Aria solution is certainly preferable to the solution based on hidden labels, but until the screen readers are able to get customizable landmarks -not the generic ones now identified as just "search", "banner", and so on --it is not really useful for obtaining an appropriate overview of the contents available in the page.
Concerning perception, all elements of the modified UIs are focusable via Tab key and operable via keyboard. However, the editor integrated in our solution, although fully accessible, has some usability limits: 1) the blind user is unable to focus immediately on the editing area, skipping the toolbar, 2) widgets of the toolbar should be grouped by function similarity, so the blind user could quickly jump (by a predefined group special key) from one group of the toolbar to another, eliminating the effort required to scan sequentially all the present widgets in the toolbar, which can be frustrating when there are a great number of widgets (alternating between the editing area and the long toolbar in terms of functionalities). Organization of the toolbar in groups was realized by the Illinois Center [17] .
At this stage we designed and implemented a possible solution to make the Google Documents user interface easier for a blind user. The next step will be to provide a more complete prototype, which includes the proposed UIs, and at the same time is able to simulate all functions needed to carry out user testing to gather data on the proposed solution. For this aim, a server that emulates a reduced set of Google Docs functions is required. In terms of usability and more accessible interaction, i.e. to allow greater control of the UI, it is necessary to also catch dynamic events, such as when a dialogue pop-up window appears on the screen (e.g. user notification) or the collaborative environment changes (e.g. a new user joins or leaves the group). Currently, this feature is not accessible via screen reader in the original Google Docs UIs. By using server side Ajax and WAI-ARIA live regions it would be possible to fix this problem, making informative messages accessible (4.1 section, point f).
Conclusions and Future Work
We have described the implementation of a modified version of Google Docs user interface for collaborative editing of documents, to allow a more satisfying experience for users relying on a screen reader and voice synthesizer.
To assure that the user interface is usable and accessible via screen reader, we used standard solutions to conform to WAI WCAG 2.0 and ARIA principles, criteria and techniques. At the moment, only the Google Docs login, main page and document editing have been implemented, integrating an open source accessible editor in the proposed solution.
Our implementation of the modified UIs showed that with relatively little effort it is possible to also make a complex interaction environment more accessible and usable, and this does not impact on the graphic and appealing "look&feel" of Google Docs.
Lack of accessibility of Google Docs may have a dramatic negative impact on user efficiency when carrying out basic tasks such as selecting and updating a document.
In future work, we plan to complete the development phase, making this initial prototype operative in order to perform a user test with a sample of blind users with the original and modified Google Docs user interfaces, to evaluate subjective as well as objective data and to assess the proposed solution.
